
Sydney, Australia, 16th October 2017. The MOBOTIX AllroundDual M16 has received a Merlion award in the 

‘Surveillance’ Category at this year’s Safety and Security Asia 2017, in Singapore. The Merlion awards, which were 

being held for the 10th time, recognise outstanding new designs and products in the field of security and the 

importance of innovation. MOBOTIX and its Distributor SPIRALTECH PTE LTD showcased solutions at the show and 

were honoured with the Merlion Gold award.

Established in 2001, SPIRALTECH specialises in megapixel network camera solutions, hemispheric solutions, 

storage, video management software, network video recording and Wireless/3G/4G solutions. “At SPIRALTECH, we 

always believe in product innovation and in providing the best for our customers. We seek to work with partners 

and suppliers with long term intentions and not short term goals,” says Michael Tan, Director of SPIRALTECH.

“We are proud to have been presented with a Merlion 

Award for the MOBOTIX M16 camera, the third time in 5 

years that we have received this award. It is a 

welldeserved recognition of our position as market 

leader, and of the innovation and flexibility of MOBOTIX 

technology,” says Ryan Fairclough, Sales Director for 

MOBOTIX Asia-Pacific.

The robust, weatherproof M16 with interchangeable 

sensors is part of the new Mx6 camera line, the most 

powerful and flexible MOBOTIX camera system yet, 

which was released earlier this year. The first MOBOTIX 

camera to support the H.264/ONVIF industry standard, 

it comes with a dual core processor architecture, 

allowing it to deliver twice as many images per second 

as before, at the same resolution, and frame rates up to 

34 frames a second. Not only is the camera faster, but it 

also has greater capacity for additional software applications, such as 3D motion analysis or number plate 

recognition.

About MOBOTIX
All over the world sites are protected by using MOBOTIX IP video technology. It delivers absolute reliability even in 

the most challenging conditions. From Oil Rigs in the North Sea, to World Heritage Sites in remote deserts, whether 

it is helping scientists at an Arctic research centre or greeting climbers at the top of Mount Everest; MOBOTIX 

equipment is designed with no moving parts to provide the best overall return on investment. An extended 

operating lifetime is guaranteed and further enhanced by continual software upgrades www.mobotix.com

From left to right: Audrey Loy, Gabriel Kang, Michael Tan from 

Spiraltech and Swee Siong Tan and Li Bofeng from MOBOTIX receiving 

the award at Safety & Security Asia 2017
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MOBOTIX wins Merlion Award at Safety & Security Asia 2017
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Contact: 
MOBOTIX AG    Suite 4.08 (Level 4), 55 Miller Street,
     PYRMONT NSW 2009   
     Phone: +61 2 8507 2000
     www.mobotix.com
Public Relations     Svenja Meisenheimer, publicrelations@mobotix.com 
PR Agency    Leah Thomas, TekTalks, Phone: 0413 549557, leah@tektalks.com.au
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